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This supplement contains additional information regarding the land use data of ECOCLIMAP, and its representation over

CONUS, as well as a demonstration of how the probability distribution function transformation compares to a histogram of

correlation scores.

1 ECOCLIMAP-SG dominant land cover over CONUS

Figure S1 displays the classes of patches used in the ECOCLIMAP-SG land use databases, including nine plant types (ever-5

green broadleaf trees, needle leaf trees, deciduous broadleaf trees, herbaceous, tropical herbaceous, wetlands, C3 crops, C4

crops, and C4 irrigated crops) and the non-vegetation surfaces of rocks, bare soil, and permanent snow and ice. This map can

also be used as a reference of dominant regional vegetation types and their relation to the results over the domain.

Figure S1. Map of dominant vegetation types (>50% single vegetation) from ECOCLIMAP-SG. White patches over land indicate no single

vegetation type covers more than 50% of the tile.
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2 Verification of Probability Density Function versus Histogram Relationship

For several analyses, probability distribution functions (PDFs) are estimated from the distribution of correlation scores of in-10

dividual gridcells. These PDFs are derived using a Gaussian kernel density estimation, with "Scott’s Rule" calculating the

appropriate smoothing bandwidth. These PDFs give a far smoother and readable estimation of correlations when compared to

simple histograms. These PDFs are used in order to better visualize and compare the distribution of scores from several exper-

iments at once, specifically to highlight smaller differences between experiments, which may not be easily seen in histograms.

Figure S2 A) provides an example of a typical histogram along with the B) accompanying PDF for the distribution of LAI15

correlations for different experiments over CONUS, demonstrating that they are in fact representing the same distribution.
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Figure S2. Examples of A) histogram distribution of scores and B) probability distribution function of scores for LAI correlations for

OL (black), SEKF SSM (blue), SEKF LAI (green), and SEKF VODX (red) experiments over CONUS. This figure demonstrates that the

histogram and PDF represent the same relationship.
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